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Role of Antigravity Training in Rehabilitation and
Return to Sport After Running Injuries
Heather K. Vincent, M.D., Ph.D., Aimee Madsen, M.D., and Kevin R. Vincent, M.D., Ph.D.
Abstract: Anti-gravity treadmill training is a therapeutic option to help recovering runners return to activity after
injury. This current concept paper provides a synopsis of the latest evidence of the biomechanical and metabolic changes
that occur with body weight support (BWS) treadmill training, effects of antigravity treadmill training on clinical
outcomes and clinical case studies in injured runners. Literature searches identified studies with descriptive, experi-
mental and interventional designs and case studies that examined acute and chronic use of antigravity treadmills in
runners and relevant populations. Laboratory-based studies were included to provide technical considerations for
rehabilitation programming. Antigravity treadmills use causes reductions in cadence, ground reaction forces (GRF), GRF
impulses, knee and ankle range of motion, and vertical stiffness, with elevations in stride duration, flight time, ground
contact time, and plantarflexion. Antigravity treadmills appear useful across a spectrum of injuries in runners, including
postsurgical repair of osteochondral defect, stress reactions (medial tibia, pelvis), and lumbar disc herniation. Runners
may preserve aerobic fitness, muscle activation patterns, and muscle mass during recovery compared to traditional
rehabilitation protocols. Technical considerations for accurate loading include treadmill frame adjustment to appropriate
height to ensure accuracy of level of BWS while running, and monitoring for fast cadence to ensure impact loading rates
remain low. Speed or grade can be increased to maintain metabolic demand and fitness while minimizing bone and
tissue loading. Monitoring for symptom provocation will guide protocol adjustments to BWS and prescriptions. Once
able to run pain-free (sustained or interval) >95% BWS for >30 min, the runner is likely ready to safely transition to
ground running. Antigravity treadmill training can be considered when available to facilitate smooth transition back to
ground running in a conditioned state.
Introduction
ehabilitation from running-related injury often
Rinvolves cross-training activities with relatively

little or no physical impact to joints to allow the
musculoskeletal system to heal without losing cardio-
respiratory fitness. These activities can include elliptical
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training or pool training (deep water running).1 Over
recent years, more scientific evidence is emerging to
demonstrate value of antigravity training for running
rehabilitation. Antigravity treadmills use positive air
pressure to provide partial body-weight support (BWS),
thereby lowering impact forces and metabolic demand
of running. In this current concept article, potential
benefits of antigravity treadmill training and expected
biomechanical and cardiometabolic responses are pre-
sented, with technical considerations in program
development. Available intervention studies and case
reports using BWS treadmills are shared, with sample
antigravity treadmill protocols specific to rehabilitation
in runners.
Literature searches were conducted in several data-

bases (CINAHL, PubMed, MEDLINE Ovid, Scopus)
from 1980 to the present to capture relevant experi-
mental, interventional, and clinical evidence of anti-
gravity treadmill’s effects on running biomechanics
and physiological responses and on clinical outcomes,
as well as considerations when transitioning from
antigravity treadmill training back to overground
running.
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Support Mechanism of the Antigravity
Treadmill

Antigravity treadmills leverage ideas from well-
established technologies, such as body weight harness
systems and underwater treadmills. Although these
systems support body weight directly with cables or
provide body buoyancy in water, the anti-gravity
treadmill uses positive pressure from compressed air
in an enclosed air-tight structure.2 The enclosed system
surrounds the lower half of the participant’s body. A
treadmill is surrounded over the top by an air-tight
enclosed inflatable bag, and the participant wears a
special set of shorts that have half a zipper around the
hip circumference that then zip into the top of the
inflatable bag.3 The inflatable bag is attached at each
side to support poles that are parallel to the lateral sides
of the zipper and are vertically adjustable set into the
outer frame of the antigravity treadmill. Vertical
adjustment of the frame height allows participants of
different heights to use the machine.4 Moreover, a
more sensitive adjustment of the body weight support
can be provided. Antigravity treadmills allow for sup-
port up to 80% of body weight.2
Antigravity Treadmill Training for
Rehabilitation of Running Injuries

The benefits of antigravity treadmills in rehabilitation
include early mobilization with similar motion stimuli
as ground running without the harmful impact on
injured tissues. Importantly, athletes can maintain
cardiopulmonary fitness through manipulation of
treadmill speed or grade until resumption of full loading
with ground running.

Early Mobilization and Strength Preservation
With BWS, walking and running can be incorporated

earlier in the process of recovery when full-weight
bearing activities are often not clinically recommended
or tolerated by the individual. Immobilization from
surgery and non-weight bearing phases of rehabilitation
contribute to loss of leg muscle mass and strength and
delayed return to running. Use of antigravity treadmills
may offset these effects and prevent muscle atrophy and
weakness while minimizing discomfort. Even among
persons with hip fracture injury, early treadmill use
during weeks 1-4 postinjury hip extension strength and
gluteal muscle activities were better preserved than with
standard rehabilitation alone.5 For runners, preservation
of strength and muscle activation patterns could speed
the return to ground running.

Maintenance of Physical Conditioning
Preservation of cardiorespiratory fitness during re-

covery will facilitate a seamless return to running,
especially for competitive endurance athletes, as a 7%
decline in peak rate of oxygen consumption (VO2) oc-
curs within 2-3 weeks of training cessation.6 While a
rehabilitated runner may return to the sport healthy,
the athlete may be undertrained.7 Antigravity tread-
mills offer variations in speed and elevation, while
protecting the runner from bone and soft tissue impact.
Unloaded running can allow an athlete to run at faster
intensities earlier in the rehabilitation and recovery
process compared to overground running without the
bone or tissue loading.8 Previous studies have shown
that increasing speed with BWS can produce submax-
imal and maximal metabolic demands comparable to
those of overground running.9e12 Similarly, when
treadmill incline is increased from 1% to 15% at a given
speed, VO2 increases proportionately; at an incline of
7%, the metabolic demand is equal to that of running
with full body weight. (BW).7

Expected Motion Changes with Antigravity
Treadmill Use

When a runner initiates rehabilitation on an anti-
gravity treadmill, there are several expected changes to
running motion that need to be considered. Temporal-
spatial, kinematic, and kinetic changes occur with
varying levels of BWS, as described next. A summary of
these motion changes is shown in Figure 1.

Temporal-Spatial Parameters
Among healthy runners, natural cadence will lessen

with any level of BWS.13 When exposed to progres-
sively higher BWS from 20% to 100%, the cadence
decreases from 1.5% to 3.5% per 10% unit of support
away from the natural training cadence.13 Other in-
vestigators reported similar findings.14e17 Therefore,
during rehabilitation programs, it is important to
monitor cadence and adjust as needed through metro-
nome targets to maintain a healthy cadence, as the
runner transitions back to overground running. Stock-
land et al. found that across the spectrum of BWS
levels, runners could achieve cadence targets 5%-10%
higher than natural cadence. Commensurate with
cadence, the vertical displacement of the center of mass
during the braking phase of the gait cycle and push-off
impulse are progressively reduced with additional
treadmill support.16 This type of treadmill facilitates
rehabilitation without the same mechanical stresses as a
regular treadmill.
Running unweighted at 85% BW can increase stride

length as much as 12% from normal, full-weighted
running conditions.12 Stride length increases progres-
sively with BWS. This effect should be monitored, as
training over time (eight weeks, 3 times/week for 20
min per session, at 85% BW) may inadvertently lead to
permanent and moderate 4.3% increases in stride
length.18 Stride duration increases significantly with
progressively more body weight support across several
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running speeds; most of this finding is attributed to
extended flight time and less ground contact time.15,16

Kinematics
Analysis of ankle kinematics revealed increased

plantar flexion at initial contact, reduced peak dorsi-
flexion, and reduced overall ankle range of motion, as
unweighting was increased.19 The ankle is placed in a
position of greater plantar flexion at initial contact and
does not return to full dorsiflexion during stance.15 More
BWS encourages more plantarflexion. Conflicting data
exist for knee flexion/extension range of motion and
peak knee flexion.15,19 One report did not find that knee
range of motion changed with more BWS during
running.19 Others report a reduction in peak knee
flexion up to 33% when treadmill support increased
from 0% to 80% body weight.15,20 Importantly, these
relationships between ankle and knee motion relative to
body weight do not change by running speed.15

Kinetics, Vertical Stiffness, and Plantar Loading
Experimental studies and systematic reviews consis-

tently reveal that ground reaction force (GRF), impulses,
and peak knee joint moments proportionally decrease
with more BWS.11,14,16,17,19,21e23 Across a range of
speeds, the sequential addition of BWS from 0% to 80%
body weight reduces peak GRF, irrespective of foot strike
type.15 An important finding by Moran et al.14 is that
tibial acceleration and tibial shock magnitudes are not
mitigated by unweighting if the cadence is simulta-
neously reduced. Rehabilitation teams should monitor
cadence periodically to ensure that cadence is remaining
in the range necessary to keep impact loading low
especially in early phases of rehabilitation. In other
studies, 1) plantar pressures shift toward a more forefoot
loading pattern with incremental increases in support,23

and 2) vertical stiffness is also significantly reduced with
progressive BWS.16 A clinically important finding of
Smoliga et al.23 is that running mechanics can be largely
retained with 20% body weight offloading, while GRF,
impulses, and plantar loading are significantly reduced.
Thus, with appropriately chosen cases, runners may
retain running form while reducing mechanical loading
at this 20% level.23

Muscle Activity Patterns
Changes in muscle activity with different levels of

unweighting are complex and not consistent across
different muscle groups.16,17,24,25 Earlier studies
demonstrated general reduction in muscle activity of the
bicep femoris, rectus femoris, tibialis anterior, and
gastrocnemius in healthy runners with progressive
unloading and greater muscle activity at speeds at 115-
125% of preferred running speed at all levels of
unweighting.25 Surface electromyography of lower ex-
tremity muscles (gastrocnemius [medialis and lateralis],
tibialis anterior and vastus medialis, lateralis) collected
during running with BWS shows that preactivation
levels of these muscles do not change with unweight-
ing.16 The authors attributed this finding to maintained
muscle preactivation to counteract an anticipated impact
from a longer flight time.16 Other investigators have
demonstrated almost linear inverse reductions in rectus
femoris , vastus medialis-lateralis, gastrocnemius, and
soleus muscle activity with 20% increments in BWS.17,20

However, during braking and push-off, muscle activity
of the soleus and gastrocnemius (medial and lateral)
decreased by 10-20%, with progressive BWS.16

Increasing the cadence by 10% from the habitual
preferred value increases the muscle activity of the
rectus femoris, biceps femoris, and tibialis anterior,
irrespective of the amount of BWS.20 To maintain
optimal muscle coordination during rehabilitation,
cadence manipulation may be effective in preserving
more natural muscle activation patterns with
unweighting.

Interventions with Anti-Gravity Treadmills
The utility of antigravity treadmills has been shown

even after severe orthopedic injury, such as ankle and
tibial plateau fractures,26 Achilles tendon rupture, or
insertional injury,2 or anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
injury.24 Case studies for runners with pelvis stress
injury27 and lumbar disc herniation28 support the use of
unweighted running as part of the rehabilitation pro-
cess. Following ankle fracture or tibial plateau fracture,
common recovery and rehabilitation involves non-
weight or partial weight bearing for weeks after the
surgery to protect the joint, surgical implants and su-
tures, or soft tissue that has been reconstructed. Post-
operatively, immobilized limbs develop muscle atrophy
and strength loss, and joints stiffen. When the athlete
returns to activity, return to preinjury training volume
or performance will be prolonged until the muscle
function is restored and reconditions to run training.
While return-to-activity as soon as possible is important
for athletes, the postsurgical considerations and postu-
lated risk for reinjury make the rehabilitation process
more challenging.
Henkelmann et al.26 examined whether these BWS

treadmills would provide better postoperative rehabili-
tation outcomes than standard crutch use and partial
weight-bearing protocols for isolated closed tibial or
ankle fractures with partial weight-bearing status. Pa-
tients were randomized to either standard physio-
therapy (with mobilization under partial weight bearing
with crutches) or antigravity treadmill sessions with
loading of 20 kg at 1% incline 2-3 times per week for 6
weeks. The treadmill speed was initially set at 1.5-2 km/
h in a ratio of 5:5-minute bouts at each speed during
the first 2 weeks. At week 6, the speed was increased to
4-5 km/h in a ratio of 8:2-minute bouts. The most
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relevant finding was a better improvement in leg
circumference over the 6-week period with antigravity
treadmill training, accompanied by improvement in
Knee Injury and Outcomes scores for function/sports
and quality of life.
Patients who underwent a surgical procedure for

Achilles tendon rupture or insertional repair were
prospectively studied while undergoing standard reha-
bilitation alone or with antigravity treadmill training.2

Patients were kept non-weight bearing for 2 and 4
weeks, respectively. Patients with Achilles rupture
progressed to initial weight bearing with a removable
boot from 2 to 6 weeks and into athletic shoes with heel
wedges at week 8. After Achilles tendon insertion
repair, patients were kept in a below-the-knee boot or
cast until week 4, at which time, weight-bearing began.
By week 10, patients progressed to an athletic shoe
with a wedge. Both surgical groups followed a validated
rehabilitation protocol with icing, therapeutic mobili-
zation, strengthening, balance and modalities. At week
four, antigravity treadmill training at 70% BWS was
initiated with distances up to 2 miles. At week 5, BWS
on the treadmill was decreased, and training continued
at 75%-85% BWS for 2 miles. At week 6, a walk/run
program was initiated (alternating between 2 minutes
walking, 2 minutes running for 10 minutes). BWS
ranged from 75%-85%. When patients could success-
fully run at 85% BW, they were discharged to begin a
return to run program outside. Patients who used the
antigravity treadmill returned to running an average of
2 weeks faster than patients with traditional rehabili-
tation. The authors indicated value of this treadmill
training from the standpoint of proper determination of
readiness and clearance to run outside. Thus, anti-
gravity treadmills offer individuals even with very se-
vere injuries the opportunity to maintain leg tissue
mass, maintain better quality of life, and to demonstrate
readiness to return to running.
Patients with ACL reconstruction may undergo either

bone-patellar tendon-bone or hamstring autograft
procedures. Early reengagement into running after
surgery can help mitigate the adverse effects of
deconditioning during recovery. However, there has
been concern that antigravity treadmills may foster
deleterious motor patterns that could stress the lower
extremity muscles or surgical site and increase the risk
for reinjury. Hansen et al.24 performed a comparative
experimental study of the acute muscle activation ef-
fects of antigravity treadmill running in patients reha-
bilitating from either of the two ACL reconstruction
techniques indicated above relative to healthy controls.
Electromyogram (EMG) activity of the plantar flexors
soleus medialis, soleus lateralis, medial gastrocnemius,
lateral gastrocnemius, and the medial/ lateral ham-
strings were collected while athletes ran up to 16 km/h
with 50%-100% BWS in 10% increments. Healthy
controls demonstrated reductions in EMG activity
across all muscles with incremental unloading and
more activity with increased running speed. Muscle
activity did not differ between healthy controls and
bone-patellar tendon-bone across all unweighting
levels. Activity was different for the hamstring autograft
versus controls only for the 90%-100% BWS condi-
tions.24 Runners with ACL reconstruction may benefit
from antigravity training without elevated risk for
reinjurydbut with additional BWS for patients with
hamstring autograft.
A case report indicates successful rehabilitation for elite

runners (110þ km/wk) with lumbar disc herniation.28 A
52-year old male experienced acute back injury, pro-
gressive pain in all body positions, loss of sensation in
right anterior lower leg, and diminished strength re-
flexes over the week after injury. Antigravity treadmill
walking was initiated 6 days postinjury for 2.4 km, with
50% body weight support. With no symptom wors-
ening, the athlete walked 11 km at 4.5 m/s with 50%
BWS. The following week, training progressed to
running with the same support at 5% to reduce impact
loading. During weeks 2 and 5, the athlete increased
running speeds to reach heart rates above 150 bpm with
BWS of 70%-80%. Weekly running distances ranged
from 113K to 153K, with one-fifth of the volume at
85%-90% BWS. Trail run simulations were introduced.
After 6 weeks, the runner resumed regular training
schedule of >125 km per week. Symptoms resolved
during recovery and strengthening exercises were pro-
gressively added. In the case of acute spine injury,
antigravity treadmill training helped mitigate a cessation
or precipitous drop in training volume and facilitated a
rapid transition back to overground running.
While stress injuries are common among endurance

runners, iliac stress injuries are not. Typically, 8-12
weeks of rest and modified activity are required for safe
and appropriate bone remodeling. During this time,
significant detraining and fitness decline occurs, which
can interfere with performance during the competitive
part of a season. Tenforde et al.27 described the treat-
ment of a 21-year old female runner (with history of
oligomenorrhea, osteopenia and prior metatarsal stress
fractures) for persistent left buttock pain over 4 weeks.
Magnetic resonance imaging of the pelvis revealed a
stress reaction at the left ileum adjacent to the sacroiliac
joint. Impact loading was initially restricted. Five days
after diagnosis, the runner began isometric core and
hips stabilization exercise and continued through week
2. At week 3, she attempted three runs with 50%-70%
BW, but this running provoked symptoms, and running
was stopped completely until week 5. Five weeks after
diagnosis, she ran at 50% BW (5 minutes of jogging and
1 minute recovery for 3 repetitions) with no pain. She
was permitted to run every other day, increasing her
running time by 5-15 minutes and decreasing BWS by
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5-10% per run. During week 6, she ran at 70% BW for
25 minutes and during week 7, she could run contin-
uously for 35 minutes at 85% BW. At week 8, she ran
for 45 minutes at 95% BW, and she was then cleared
for ground running. At week 10, she competed in the
conference championship and qualified for the NCAA
Track Championships at week 11. She did not experi-
ence recurrence of pain or injury. The authors indicated
the value of pain-free unweighted running to predict
success with safe return to overground training.
Technical Considerations for Accurate
Unloading

From the technical standpoint, the setup of the anti-
gravity treadmill will affect the support level provided
to the runner. For the AlterG treadmill model, a metal
bar frame structure supports the sealed air bag over the
treadmill. The frame position can be adjusted vertically
to accommodate different body heights. The accuracy of
unweighting may be impacted by the frame placement.
The standard operating instructions of the treadmill
states the frame should position the zipper at the iliac
crest line, with the caveat that the frame can be
adjusted up or down on the basis of the individual
preference for more or less trunk stabilization. de Heer
et al.4 examined the accuracy of the AlterG unweight-
ing across a range of body weight support levels (from
0% to 60%). Following the standard instructions, the
authors found that the greatest accuracy occurred in the
10%-40% BWS range. Even at the displayed 0% BWS,
the treadmill still actually provided 6% BWS. Moving
the frame up or down from the level of the iliac crest
Fig 1. Key temporal-spatial,
kinematic, muscle activation,
kinetic, and cardiometabolic re-
sponses to progressive body
weight support on an anti-
gravity treadmill. BF, biceps
femoris; COG, center of gravity;
GAS, gastrocnemius; GRF,
ground reaction force; RF,
rectus femoris; TA, tibialis ante-
rior; VL, vastus lateralis; SOL,
soleus; VE, minute ventilation;
VM, vastus medialis; VO2, rate
of oxygen consumption.
produced significant changes to the accuracy of the
unweighting. When the frame was set below the iliac
crest, the treadmill provided 5%e24% less support
than indicated for each level. When the frame was set
above the iliac crest level, the support was considerably
higher than indicated at each level; even at 0% support,
an elevated frame provided w8% body weight support.
The greatest deviations in accuracy occurred at >40%
BWS. Thus, moving the frame up or down to accom-
modate “patient preference” for truncal stability can
unintentionally change the mechanical loading. These
findings have important implications for the runner in
the early stages of rehabilitation from injury, when the
higher body weight support is used.
Considerations When Transitioning from
Antigravity Training Back to Ground

Running

Accuracy of the Treadmill Support Level
The accuracy of the amount of BWS provided by the

treadmill varies along the support spectrum. Even with
0% BWS, the treadmill may, in reality, provide 5%-8%
BWS.4,29 An experimental study was conducted spe-
cifically to test the accuracy of the BWS proportions
displayed by the AlterG treadmill.3 It was found that
greatest variability from the predicted support level
occurred at 100% (93% actual BWS), and above 60%
(actual BWS level was 3%-8% more than displayed).
An important note is that these variations in accuracy
are likely tolerable for individuals after surgery. It has
been reported that these variations are less than those



Fig 2. Sample speed conver-
sions when using an anti-
gravity treadmill to maintain
aerobic fitness at varying body
weight support (BWS) levels.
Recreational and elite runner
examples are provided.

Table 1A. Antigravity Treadmill Training Progressions for
Sample Injury Cases: Osteochondral Repair in Knee (Initiated
9 months postsurgery)

Week

Sessions Speed Percent
Running Time Bouts:

Walk Bouts

Per Week (mph) Body Weight (min)

1 1 6.7 30 5:25
2 1 7.2 30 10:20
3 2 7.6, 7.7 40, 40 10-15: 20-15
4 2 7.5, 8.0 50, 50 15-20: 10-15
5 2 8.3 8.0 60, 60 20- 25: 5-10
6 2 7.5, 7.1 70, 70 25: 5
7 1 8.0 80 25: 5
8 1 7.5 80 25: 5
9 Begin ground

running
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observed with partial weight-bearing with crutches af-
ter cartilage repair of the knee.30 However, close
symptommonitoring should occur as runners transition
from earlier phases of rehabilitation with more body
support to later stages with less BWS to prevent pain
provocation and rehabilitation setbacks.

Increase Running or Grade Speed to Preserve
Fitness
Unweighting running impacts the metabolic cost and

cardiorespiratory parameters.31,32 First, VO2 and
ventilation decrease as BWS increases,3,11 but this
decrease is nonlinear.3 This finding may be due to the
progressive reduction in frontal/lateral stabilization
provided by the treadmill 20 and less metabolic demand
from muscle stabilizers with more support. During the
pain-free phases of rehabilitation, the speed of the
treadmill could be increased while maintaining 85% to
90% BW12 to achieve comparable VO2 experienced in
the real training environment. Heart rates are pro-
gressively reduced for each increment in body weight
support. Compared to full-weighted conditions, acute
supported running decreased HR by 8.6% with 20%
support, and 13.3% with 40% BWS.14 Similarly, other
investigators have consistently found HR reduction
with unweighting.3,10,12,16,31

As part of the readaptation back to ground running, a
period of supported training at higher-than-normal
speeds with partial body weight support may help
expose the runner to the accustomed physiological
training intensities before reintroducing full body
weight. Alternatively, if speed is not appropriate for the
injury being treated, introduction of treadmill grade can
increase metabolic demand. For every 2% elevation in
treadmill incline, there is a 6.4% increase in VO2. Thus,
depending on the injury type and goals for the patient,
grade or speed can be adjusted to maintain fitness
during the recovery period. Conversion tables have
been developed for the translation of speed matching
with an antigravity treadmill.10 Linear regression
equations were developed for speeds between 6.4 and
16.1 km/h (4 and 10 mph) in 0.8 km/h (0.5 mph) in-
crements and between the BWS of 50 and 100%, in
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10% increments. These conversions can guide reha-
bilitation teams on developing protocols to help runners
with fitness goals, while recovering from injury. Fig 2
provides a sample conversion table for comparable
running speeds to maintain aerobic stimuli similar to
running with full body weight.

Case Studies
Two sample case studies are presented next, with

different running-related injuries, treatment cour-
ses, and tissue-healing goals. These cases were pre-
viously reported33 or developed from published
reports.1,34 Sample antigravity treadmill protocols
are provided.

Case 1. Osteochondral Repair
Patient: An otherwise healthy, 39-year-old endur-

ance runner (female; 60.3 kg, running events 10-K
marathon over last 6 years); forefoot striker and aver-
ages 41.6 km/wk at a running pace of 7.5-8 min/mile.
She presented clinically with two years of knee pain
and femoral cartilage medial grade 3-4 defect of 3 cm2

and grade 1 lateral tibial cartilage defect.33 She under-
went single-step arthroscopic osteochondral repair
surgery, which included microfracture and bone
marrow aspirate concentrate. Postsurgery, the patient
was partial weight-bearing for 2 weeks, then weighted,
as tolerated, while wearing a cartilage brace with a
medial hinge. Postoperative rehabilitation consisted of
nonimpact exercise (swimming, cycling) and leg
strengthening. Given that healing and cartilage matu-
ration can require up to three years, performing
optimal loading during the prolonged rehabilitation
period is critical.
At month nine, the patient had full knee range of

motion and was cleared to begin an 8-week graduated
return-to-run program. Twelve sessions of antigravity
Table 1B. Antigravity Treadmill Training Progressions for
Sample Injury Cases: Distal Medial Tibial Stress Reaction
(Initiated 4 Weeks After Diagnosis)

Week

Sessions Speed Percent

RT Bouts in
30-min Session(mph)

Body
Weight (min)

1 2 5-7 50 1 min 4-5 times
2 2-3 5-7 60 1-2 min 5 times
3 2-3 5-7 70 1-3 min 5 times
4 2-3 5-8 80 2-3 min 5 times
5 3 5-8 90 3-4 min 5 times
6 3 5-8 100 4-5 min 5 times
7 Begin ground running

Note: For both protocols, running should be at a comfortable pace,
and not be done on back-to-back days, and running should not
increase pain during the run or out to 24 hours post-run. If pain
occurs, reduce running bout times and speed and increase body
weight support. RT, running time.
treadmill training were performed, with each starting
and ending with self-paced walking at 100% body
weight for 5 minutes (Table 1A). No pain was
reported by the patient during any treadmill session.
Self-efficacy increased by 57% from week 1 to week 8.
This finding is clinically relevant, and better
self-efficacy is related to better functional and rehabil-
itation outcomes after knee injury and less fear of
returning to running.35 Thus, antigravity treadmill
training facilitated the safe return to running, while
promoting a positive psychological outlook on running
capability.33

Case 2. Distal Medial Tibial Stress Fracture
Patient: A 24-year old elite competitive runner devel-

oped distal medial tibial pain. He had experienced pain in
the same location 6months earlier,which resolvedwith 3
weeks of rest. During the clinical exam, he reported pro-
gressively worsening pain to the point where it hurt with
walking and running. He had a positive “hop” test and
painuponpalpation.Hewas placed in awalking boot, and
magnetic resonance imaging confirmed suspicion of a
stress fracture in the medial tibia. The runner was pre-
scribed 3 weeks of rest with boot and was reexamined for
pain. Core and truncal stabilization and strengthening
exercises were initiated immediately. At week 3, the pain
had disappeared with walking, and he began walking on
the antigravity treadmill at 4 weeks postdiagnosis (see
Table 1B).
The program was designed to introduce gradual

loading with very short jogging intervals interspersed
with brisk walking. The total time during each tread-
mill session was 30 minutes, and a progressive in-
crease in running bout time was introduced in BWS
until week 6. The progression in speed and reloading
was dependent on symptoms; during the program, the
runner did not experience any pain at the injury site
and was able to run without a limp. By week 7, the
runner began short bouts of outdoor running and
experienced a gradual return to preinjury distance
without resumption of pain. It is important to recog-
nize that pain will be the primary indicator of whether
or not the antigravity treadmill rehabilitation needs
modification.

Conclusions
Antigravity treadmills can provide several therapeutic

advantages for running injury rehabilitation, including
preservation of aerobic fitness, muscle activation pat-
terns and muscle mass during recovery compared to
traditional rehabilitation protocols. Speed or grade can
be increased to maintain metabolic demand and fitness
while minimizing bone and tissue loading. Monitoring
pain symptoms during antigravity treadmill training
will guide protocol adjustments to BWS and prescrip-
tion. When pain-free running is achieved at >95%
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BWS for >30 min, the runner is likely ready to safely
transition to ground running.
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